Pigeons' memory for sequences of light flashes: reliance on temporal properties and evidence for delay interval/gap confusion.
In Experiment 1, pigeons were trained to discriminate between sequences of two and four light flashes (illumination of the feeder). Retention functions obtained with dark delays exhibited a choose-many bias at a 1-s delay and a choose-few bias at delays of 4 and 8s. Retention functions obtained with illuminated delays only displayed a slight choose-few bias. In Experiment 2, additional birds were trained with the same sample sequences. However, the intertrial interval was illuminated by the houselight for Group Light, and it was dark for Group Dark. The acquisition data suggested that multiple temporal features of the light flash sequences controlled choice responding. For both groups, the retention functions were similar to those obtained in Experiment 1. In Experiment 3, baseline training with a 1-s dark delay eliminated the choose-many bias, but a significant choose-few bias at extended dark delays was still observed. Pigeons discriminate light flash sequences by relying on temporal properties of the sequence rather than using an event switch to count flashes. The biased-forgetting effects obtained in these studies appear to be primarily due to confusion between the delay interval and the gap between light flashes.